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A Schematic diagram on how I see the interaction &
connectivity of the Frequency “Delivery Systems”/ devices as shown on my website:
http://www.goodvibrations-electrostim.com/Professional-deliverysystem.htm#DeliverySystems

This schematic is provided for experimental purposes only & no responsibility will be taken for any
circumstances arising from the use or misuse of this information.

SSF: Sounds of the Stars Frequencies. FREX: Independently available Frequency Generator Software
Source of Frequencies…
(Sine Waves)

** PC, Lap-top or
CD Player **

Listen..
Audio speakers,
Ear phones

Using Frequencies from
SSF or FREX connected
through your computer
Sound card –usually a mini
jack plug in a speaker or
separate volume control or, recorded on CD
Source of Frequencies…
(Sine Waves)

**PC or Lap-top**
Using Frequencies from
SSF or FREX connected
through your computer
Sound card –usually a mini
jack plug in a speaker or
separate volume control.
Source of Frequencies…

**MP3 Player**
or Cell phone with an
inbuilt MP3 Player or
CD Player
Using Frequencies
recorded from a
PC or Lap-top using
SSF Frequencies or
selected from FREX
software.
Using a MP3 Player just
makes the whole system
totally portable &
everything you need could
be carried in your pocket!

SLB Antenna
for personal
BODY use - 1m
effective radius.

SA-02 Squaring
Amplifier..
Amplifies &
Squares the
frequency waves
for greater body
penetration.
You now have a
fully set up RIFE
device that can do
all the things that
any other Rife
machine can do at
a fraction of the
cost.
Plus, you can
attach a Plasma
Ball to it later. The
Novelty Plasma
Ball being the only
thing extra that
you have to buy!
This is a fantastic
healing modality
which again is
only a fraction of
the cost of other
Plasma devices
that sell upwards

Plug in & use..
Ear lobe Electrodes
I would recommend the battery operated
MP3 using electrodes anywhere on the
head using these electrodes for reasons of
safety!

Plug in & use..
Ear lobe Electrodes
Would advise great care in treating
conditions with the volume level of the
frequencies provided - suggest the
battery operated MP3 for safety!

Plug in & use..
TENS body Electrodes for
placement on Acupuncture
Meridians, Muscles, Soft tissue &
all Skeletal injuries.
Plus, treat your water & food with
chosen frequencies

Plug in & use..
SLB Antenna with an effective
working radius of 40’, (12m)
Plug in use..
Finger attachment

Plug in use..
Hand-holds – I don’t provide
these! Could get them, but I
don’t know how much they
cost. Probably less than $30?

Novelty Plasma Ball..
Optional extra – 2 months
waiting time on order due to
popularity!

